October 10, 2019: Youth Symposium
“Climate Change”
4 Simple questions!

• Is Climate Change Real?
• Is this affecting Us?
• Can we do anything about it?
• What can/should we do next?
Chief Patrick Michell, Kanaka Bar Indian Band
Kumsheen Secondary School, Lytton BC

Weather versus Climate
(is there is a difference?)
Weather refers to shortterm changes in the
atmosphere, climate describes what
the weather is like over a period of
time - in a specific area.

Climate change influences
weather by causing site specific
changes like drought, higher
temperatures and more intense
wind, rain and snow events.

Different BC regions can have
different climates.

In BC, the most vulnerable regions to
climate changed weather will be in
exposed mountain and coastal
regions.

Is Climate Change
for Real then?

The Climate Change Naysayer?
• It’s a natural thing.
• Canada is such a small
contributor of greenhouse gas
emissions.
• Denial or dismissal - this won’t
affect me.
• Change is exaggerated, alarmist
or extremist.
• Doubt and uncertainty created &
maintained by complexity.
It is our natural instinct to deny or
ignore a problem!

We are!

• Vested interests defending the
status quo.
• Its so long term that we don’t
need to do anything right now.
• We don’t acknowledge how bad
it is or is going to be.
• Hypocrisy!
• Don’t know who to believe!
• Fear (I’m scared – paralysis)!
If it was real, we would be doing
something about it!

IS THE SCIENCE IN DOUBT?
The industrial Revolution
An unprecedented burning of fossil fuels like
coal, gas and diesel to power our homes,
transportation and economy and the cutting
down and burning trees for farming, houses
and commercial uses – all release CO2 into
the atmosphere!

RISING GLOBAL TEMPERATURES AND CO2

AS OUR GHG EMISSIONS INCREASE, SO DOES OUR GLOBAL TEMPERATURE.
The correlation between GHG emissions
(or CO2 in the atmosphere) and Earths
temperature has been considered since
the 1800’s (1824’s the Greenhouse effect).
1895, first calculations on the impact
that increasing carbon dioxide could
have on Earth’s temperature.
Since then, scientists have refined their
understanding of the greenhouse effect
and the role our rising carbon emissions
are having.
The industrial revolution started it but within a single lifetime (after world war 2) – we really turned it up!

NATURAL VERSUS MAN MADE
CLIMATE CHANGE - ITS REAL AND IT’S HAPPENING
•Look out your window!
• What are your eyes and common sense
telling you?

•Talk to your teachers and classmates!

•Turn on the TV!
• Its everywhere.

•Go into the internet – look it up.
• Kanaka created a section on its website!

•Has anyone not heard of Greta
Thunberg?
Overwhelming Information Overload

- A SHORT CHRONOLOGY-

COLLECTIVELY SAYS “ WE HAVE A CHOICE TO MAKE ”….
1988: UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change established (IPCC)

1992: Earth Summit (Rio de Janeiro)
1997: Kyoto Protocol
2015: Paris Agreement

IPCC Special Reports
Oct 2018: Twelve (12) years left to keep the
global temperature below 1.5 increase!
Aug 2019: Forecasted impacts on land and
food production!
Sept 2019: Forecasted impacts of rising sea
levels and increased ocean temperature!

Pan Canadian Framework (Canada’s Climate plan)
BC’s “CleanBC Plan (Dec 2018)
UBCIC Declaration (Feb 2019)
Canada’s Declaration (June 17, 2019)
AFN Declaration (July 2019)
What about the other 194 Countries?

A collective conscientious decision to

….slash emissions or ….

….THE PHYSICAL IMPACTS
OF CLIMATE CHANGE
•Heat
•Drought

•Desertification
•Flooding
•Slides and debris flow
•Warming Rivers and Oceans
•Melting Glaciers and Ice Caps
•Rising Sea levels
•Ocean acidification and lower oxygen levels

•Unprecedented wind events on land
•Hurricanes and Typhoons

Increasing in frequency, duration and intensity and no longer predictable!

….THE PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACTS
OF CLIMATE CHANGE
•Powerlessness
•Apathy
•Despair
•Depression

• Will there be enough air, water and food for
me or my children?
• Where can I live in the climate of tomorrow?
• Can I travel?
• How will I afford anything?

•Fear (I’m Scared!)
•Anger
As we warm up globally, these questions and
impacts to our physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual well being will worsen!

….THE OTHER IMPACTS
WILL GET PROGRESSIVELY WORSE OVER TIME TOO
•Air quality

•Anxiety and stress

•Drinking water

•Loss of sleep

•Food quantity and quality

•Acrimony within families, between friends
and well, between everyone.

•Power failures
•Increasing costs of products and services
•Transportation shutdown
•Population shifts
•Ecosystem changes
•Ecosystem collapses
•Financial crises then collapse

•Despair

•Addiction
•Homelessness
•Violence

•Suicide

LETS LOOK AT THE FRASER RIVER….
….A LIFEBLOOD FOR PEOPLE
Its in trouble too!

Can we drink it?
Can we swim in it?
Can we use it to irrigate crops?
•Warmer than ever.
•Freshets early and more than one.
• Flooding and erosion.

•Garbage.

•Septic.
•Fertilizers.
•Lack of suspended oxygen.
•Mining and other forms of industrial waste.
•Lower waters.
• Tributaries are drying out.

WHERE ARE THE SALMON? – 10% RETURNS
Chinook in the Nicola Valley

From abundance to extirpation to extinction?
2019 Sockeye Salmon

Caught
Actual
Forecast

2017 – no Indian Food fishery
2019
• Chinook returns reported as “bleak”
• Steelhead – estimated at 166 left!

2019 – no Indian Food fishery
2023 – no fish at all?

Stop Talking

Do!

Its not too late!
•

Tell us the truth – lets be absolutely
honest with ourselves and each other!

•

Confront the naysayers who are
perpetuating so much uncertainty and
delay!

•

Stop protecting those with vested
interests!

•

Respond to the global crises and state of
emergency – LIKE A CRISES!

•

Listen to the world’s scientists, they have
already told us what we need to do!

•

Implement Harm Reduction!

•

Implement Harm reversal

Drastic change to prevent
drastic change!

The solution is:
“Quit burning fossil fuels”
Its not about 2040 or 2050 – its about right NOW!

I/YOU/WE
have a Choice and its not too late
• "You say you hear us and that
you understand the urgency. But
no matter how sad and angry I
am, I do not want to believe
that.
• Because if you really understood
the situation and still kept on
failing to act, then you would be
evil. And that I refuse to
believe”.
1.

Stop burning Fossil fuels!

2.

Use science and natural science to reduce GHG
emissions and reduce CO2 in the atmosphere!

UN Speech – Sept 23, 2019

Everything you say or do matters!
You can not steal our future!
Greta Thunberg – started out by
herself - last year with a “school
strike for climate change” and a
year later – is at the forefront of a
global movement speaking at the
UN, meeting with world leaders
and sharing with millions of
followers.

The message is clear – anything
less than immediate and serious
action will lead to conditions that
threaten our collective existence.

MINISTERS OF ENVIRONMENT AND
CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY
Federal Minister
Catherine McKenna

Provincial Minister
George Heyman

This is not a federal nor
provincial nor Liberal,
Conservative, NDP, Green,
age, race, religion, gender
or location issue – its is
EVERYONES Concern.

Nonpartisan & collective global action is required!

Demand Action – hold your governments accountable!

CANADA ELECTION – OCTOBER 21, 2019
WHO WILL SPEAK FOR YOU!
The Canadian federal election is scheduled
to take place on October 21, 2019, to elect
the 43rd Canadian Parliament.

•Read the party platforms

Liberal party – Justin Trudeau

•ASK ….

•Attend an all candidate’s session

Conservatives – Andrew Scheer

NDP – Jagmeet Singh
Green Party – Elizabeth May
PPC – Maxime Bernier

Bloc Quebecois – Yves-Francois Blanchet
Independents – (riding specific)
Collect I voted stickers – can we get to 3,000!

You might be too young - but you know people who can

MAKE THEM
NO IS NOT AN OPTION

A CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY FOR EVERYONE
“BE AWARE AND BE PROACTIVE ”
Everything you say or do matters!
Be ready for the environment and
economy of tomorrow.

If Kanaka is right!

Kanaka

 Community has achieved food and energy self
sufficiency.

If Kanaka is wrong!
 Community has achieved energy and food selfsufficiency.
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/kanaka-bar-band-planning-for-a-bright-future-with-dark-times-ahead

SINCE THE 1970’S
KANAKA BAR INDIAN BAND HAS COMPLETED
•80 hectares of forest fire hazard
reduction (ongoing).

•2 “minute by minute” energy consumption
metres (band office and health building)

•50 MW Hydro Project (2014).

•2 new waterlines and intakes.

•26 electrical and energy retrofits of
current existing shelter units.

•Pilot “Food Forest” with bees and.
chickens.

•10 new energy efficient shelter units.

•Pilot Greenhouse.

•7 solar projects.

•KanPower (demand side management).

•5 wind gauging stations.

• Reducing office and household energy
consumption through awareness!

•4 water gauging stations.

Made by Kanaka, For Kanaka, by Kanaka

KANAKA BAR INDIAN BAND
IS CURRENTLY WORKING ON….
• More fruit trees & vines.
• Dispersed into community spaces.

•30 additional hectares of forest fire
hazard reduction.
•20 new affordable shelter units.
• Hydro included in rent.

• Wind/solar street lamps (6 lights).
• with battery storage.

•2 Community Buildings & Muster Point.
• With battery storage to stay powered in the
event of a BC Hydro power failure.

•Food Forest expansion (common areas)

•Greenhouse solar powered grow lamps
with battery storage.
•Solar rooftop expansion.
• New subdivision.

•Continuation of energy retrofits.
•Continuation of KanPower.

• Continuation of temperature, water, air
and weather monitoring!

KANAKA’S VISION FOR THE NEAR FUTURE….
IF ITS WORKING, SCALE IT UP!
IF ITS NOT WORKING, LEARN FROM IT!
• Converting more ditches into buried
waterlines with above ground
intakes/reservoirs?
•Updated 5 Year CEDP?

•More food forests and greenhouses?
•E-commerce development for surplus
meats, fruits and vegetables?

•Integrated small solar, wind and hydro
energy production for residential,
agriculture and administration facilities.

Must Stop Rest Stop (Highway 1)
• Powered by the sun, wind and water!
• A free potable water location!
• Electric vehicle charging station!
• Overnight accommodation (tiny homes)!
• Commercial & retail location.
• Our first Electric vehicles!

The Crossing Place
• New subdivision and community buildings
powered by small scale integrated renewable
energy system!

WHAT YOU DO TO THE LAND (OR ALLOW OTHERS
TO DO….YOU DO TO YOURSELF!
•Is you school bus diesel or electric?

Lets do a little brainstorming!
….What can/will you do?
•.

•How are we heating the school?

•.

•How are you heating your home?

•.

•How is your family driving around?

•.

•Ever wonder why CPR and CNR are still
using diesel – they stopped using coal!

•.

Things to make you go hmmmm.

•What has your municipality done to
address climate change?

•.
Thank You. Please do check out our website at:
http://www.kanakabarband.ca/

